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INTRODUCTION

Currently, the majority of newly diagnosed patients with cancer are aged ≥65 years, and the number of newly diagnosed cancer patients of this age is rapidly increasing worldwide (American Cancer Society, 2013; Dutch Cancer Society, 2011). Due to age-related factors, such as cognitive and sensory decline, these patients are the most at-risk population for poor communication with providers (Sparks & Turner, 2008). As a complementary source of cancer information, the Internet can be a particularly valuable channel for patient education efforts targeted at the older patient population, as older adults are increasingly going online to seek medical information (Pew Research Center, 2014, Statistics Netherlands, 2013, 2016). Using online medical information as a complementary information source prior to medical consultations with the health care provider, might lead to better informed and more confident patients, benefit the patients’ fulfillment of information needs, and perhaps even allow for more efficient use of clinical time (Albada, 2018).
Van Dulmen, Lindhout, Bensing, & Ausems, 2012; Fleisher, Bass, Ruzek, & McKeown-Conn, 2002; Gerber & Eiser, 2001). The use of online sources might be particularly relevant for older patients, as processing and memorising medical information from consultations is considered more difficult for this group (Jansen et al., 2008).

Despite the increasing number of online medical sources, even of credible sources such as hospital websites, most have not been developed in collaboration with patients and rarely take into account the preferences and abilities of older adults (Becker, 2004; Bolle et al., 2016). Although physicians and other experts strive to ensure that the content of the information is accurate, this content does not always match with the topics that are discussed during consultations or the patients’ information needs (Fleisher et al., 2002; Rideout, Neuman, Kitchman, & Brodie, 2005). In addition, less attention is given to how this information can be optimally presented to older patients or whether the usability of the website suits the computer literacy of the older audience (Bolle et al., 2016). Particularly in older patients, age-related factors such as cognitive and sensory decline (e.g. reduced processing speed, loss of vision and hearing) might negatively influence experience with health websites. Therefore, both content and design need to be considered when developing websites that are to be accessed by older patients (Loos & Romano Bergstrom, 2014; Pernice & Nielsen, 2002).

This paper aims to describe the systematic redesign of an existing Dutch hospital website in a co-design process with patients and professional stakeholders (e.g. researchers, physicians, nurses, department heads, policymakers and website designers), in order to offer older patients with cancer a usable website. By sharing the lessons learned, we provide future researchers and practitioners with systematic guidance to collaboratively redesign health websites in a multidisciplinary setting. In contrast to many other papers which have reported the development of an eHealth tool from scratch, this paper illustrates how an existing tool (i.e. a hospital website) can be redesigned and optimised. This can be particularly useful, as many existing eHealth tools have great potential (Kreps & Neuhauser, 2010), but remain unused or underused (Crutzen, Kohl, & De Vries, 2012; Eysenbach, 2005; Rogers, Lemmen, Kramer, Mann, & Chopra, 2017; Van’t Riet, Crutzen, & De Vries, 2010). A cost-effective solution for clinical practice could be to redesign and optimise such eHealth tools and make them suitable for and operational in a clinical setting.

2 | METHOD

2.1 | Context: The GIOCA website

The existing website of the multidisciplinary outpatient clinic Gastro Intestinal Oncological Centre in Amsterdam (GIOCA) at the Academic Medical Center (AMC) in The Netherlands was redesigned and optimised for older colorectal (CRC) patients. Nearly half of the GIOCA patients reported looking up information online before consultation, of which half consulted the existing GIOCA website as part of their search. The existing website functioned as an information source for both (prospective) patients and healthcare providers to refer patients to the GIOCA, and was part of an overarching hospital website. The redesigned website was, however, intended for (prospective) patients only.

Colorectal cancer mainly occurs in older adults (American Cancer Society, 2014; Cancer Research UK, 2016; Netherlands Comprehensive Cancer Organisation IKNL, 2017). The GIOCA specialises in secondary and tertiary fast diagnostics, with patients having four to six consultations (e.g. history taking, discussing diagnosis and treatment plan) with various healthcare providers (e.g. gastroenterologist, surgeon, oncologist, radiation oncologist, nutritionist and oncological nurse) in just 1 day. Most patients are highly anxious while awaiting their diagnosis (Bromner, Nguyen, Smets, van de Ven, & van Weert, 2018), implying that they may be unable to optimally process and recall all the imparted information (Kessels, 2003; Shapiro, Boggs, Melamed, & Graham-Pole, 1992). Using the redesigned website prior to patients’ hospital visit is likely to benefit interpersonal patient-provider communication and to support older patients in processing the information given during the day at GIOCA. Furthermore, they can use the website to look up information afterwards.

2.2 | Stakeholders

The redesign of the existing GIOCA website was carried out by a multidisciplinary project team, with assistance from a web designer specialised in digital interfaces for older adults. The project team consisted of five academic scholars (NB, EL, HN, ES, JW), two oncology nurse practitioners (ED, MJ), three colorectal surgeons (JK, PT, AV), one gastroenterologist (KT) and one radiation oncologist (DG). All medical specialists were working at GIOCA at the time of the project. Furthermore, the project team was supported by several research assistants (MA, FA, AH, RR, CS, HT). In addition, the department of patient relations and the department of communication of the AMC ensured that the GIOCA website adhered to the current hospital policies regarding (online) patient education. Finally, the project team was supported by input from various patients and nonpatient samples that provided their opinions on needs and preferences regarding adequate online cancer information provision (see “Results” for details). Both patients and nonpatients evaluated the content and design of the website during the redesign process.

2.3 | The redesign process in three phases

Using a multmethod approach, we collected insights from existing literature, and qualitative (e.g. usability study) and quantitative (e.g. experiment) empirical studies conducted by the project team, and expert knowledge from all relevant stakeholders, which were later discussed in multidisciplinary consensus meetings. The redesign process of the website consisted of three phases, each divided into two substeps that focused on (a) the content or (b) the design of the website. A detailed overview of the redesign process is shown in Figure 1.

“Content” refers to the information made available by the website, whereas “design” refers to the presentation of the information on the website (e.g. the lay-out and navigational structure). In phase 1 of this project, the content and design of the preexisting GIOCA website
were evaluated (Tables 1 and 2). In phase 2, a redesigned prototype version of the website was created based on the outcomes in phase 1 (Table 1). In the final phase, the usability of the prototype website was evaluated among older patients. Based on these insights, both the content and design of the website were optimised (Tables 1 and 2).

All studies were approved by the medical ethical review board of the AMC (reference numbers: W12_019 #12.17.0028 and W13_053 #13.17.0069) and the ethics committee of the Amsterdam School of Communication Research (reference numbers: 2014-CW-64 and 2014-CW-110). All stakeholders (patients, nonpatients, physicians, nurses) involved provided informed consent.

3 | RESULTS

An overview of the redesign process and timeline by phase is presented in Table 1, and is described below.

3.1 | Phase 1: evaluation of the content and design of the preexisting website

In phase 1, both the (a) content and (b) design of the original GIOCA website were evaluated by the project team in two subsamples of patients.

3.1.1 | Evaluating the content (1a)

To provide patients with adequate information about GIOCA before and after their visit to GIOCA, it is essential that such information is matched to the information given during the GIOCA visit. Moreover, aligning different sources of information is also important to achieve optimal synergy effects of health information provision (Linn, Van Weert, Smit, Perry, & Van Dijk, 2013). Therefore, we assessed the content of the preexisting GIOCA website and the extent to which this content matched the content of what was discussed during the GIOCA consultations. To this end, CRC patients visiting the GIOCA were asked for permission to audiotape their consultations during their visit. These consultations comprised intake and test result consultations with a physician and an oncological nurse separately.

In total, 37 audiotaped consultations of 11 CRC patients were recorded ($M_{age} = 62.36, SD_{age} = 10.76$, range 42–77 years; 81.8% male); 3–4 consultations per patient were available ($M = 3.36, SD = 0.51$; $M_{length} = 19:15, SD_{length} = 8:46$). Two research assistants (FA, AH) qualitatively analysed the 37 transcripts by double coding 13 transcripts and separately coding 12 transcripts each in ATLAS.ti (ATLAS.ti, 2017). Coding was based on the original content structure of the preexisting GIOCA website, providing us with an initial code book. New codes were assessed after each
TABLE 1 Overview and timeline of the redesign process in three phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1: Evaluation of the preexisting website</th>
<th>Phase 2: Development of redesigned prototype website</th>
<th>Phase 3: Usability testing and final adjustments to the redesigned website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1a.</strong> Content 2013/01-2013/10</td>
<td><strong>2a.</strong> Content 2014/05-2015/09</td>
<td><strong>3a.</strong> Content 2015/10-2015/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To evaluate the content of the preexisting GIOCA website; To identify additional relevant information topics to include on the website</td>
<td>To rewrite the website content based on results and insights from phase 1; To develop illustrations and videos to support the textual website content</td>
<td>To examine the satisfaction with the comprehensibility of the content of the redesigned prototype website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of consultation content (audiotaped; n = 37) and website content; Data were transcribed and coded using ATLAS.ti; Results were discussed in multidisciplinary consensus meetings</td>
<td>Insights from the qualitative evaluation study in phase 1 functioned as the basis; Existing website design guidelines and Google Analytics visitor statistics from the preexisting website guided decisions; A study was conducted to test the effectiveness of the mode tailoring tool in a nonpatient sample (n = 563; Nguyen et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2018); A website designer specialised in digital interfaces for older adults was consulted, and patients evaluated every test version of the prototype website; Multidisciplinary consensus meetings were held</td>
<td>Qualitative usability study with think-aloud protocol in older CRC patients (n = 10); Patients were given search tasks, application tasks, and evaluation tasks regarding the content and design while using the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(In)consistent content was identified between consultations and website content; Additional important information was identified that was not yet covered on the website</td>
<td>This phase resulted in cognitive illustrations that supported the textual website content where needed, and six conversational styled videos featuring patients and healthcare providers that reflected the textual information on the website</td>
<td>Based on suggestions from patients, final (minor) textual changes were made to the website (e.g. word choice).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1b.</strong> Design 2014/06-2014/07</td>
<td><strong>2b.</strong> Design 2014/09-2015/09</td>
<td><strong>3b.</strong> Design 2015/10-2015/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To evaluate the usability of the preexisting GIOCA website, focusing on the design structure (navigation areas, information buttons, web pages)</td>
<td>To develop a clear navigation structure and design for the redesigned prototype website; To develop a tool to tailor the mode of information presentation on the redesigned prototype website</td>
<td>To evaluate the usability of the redesigned prototype website, focusing on the design structure (navigation areas, information buttons, web pages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative usability study with think-aloud protocol in older cancer patients (n = 9); Patients were given search tasks, application tasks, and evaluation tasks while using the website</td>
<td>Insights from the qualitative evaluation study in phase 1 functioned as the basis; Existing website design guidelines and Google Analytics visitor statistics from the preexisting website guided decisions; A study was conducted to test the effectiveness of the mode tailoring tool in a nonpatient sample (n = 563; Nguyen et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2018); A website designer specialised in digital interfaces for older adults was consulted, and patients evaluated every test version of the prototype website; Multidisciplinary consensus meetings were held</td>
<td>Based on suggestions from patients, final (minor) textual changes were made to the website (e.g. word choice).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems with navigation structure of the website were identified; Font colours and sized needed to be consistent throughout the website; Amount of information on one web page needed to be reduced and dosed</td>
<td>This phase resulted in a redesigned navigation structure of the website; specifically information topics that were considered important were central in the navigation menu; A horizontal built-in bar was developed and integrated in the website that allowed users to self-tailor the mode of information presentation (via text, illustrations and/or video)</td>
<td>Technical errors and difficulties regarding navigational structure were identified and adjusted in the final version of the website (e.g. adjusting the home button)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**transcript, discussed with the second author, and were added to the code book. Next, the coded transcript texts were compared to the existing texts on the original GIOCA website, categorising transcript texts into (a) information that is similar to the original website information, (b) information that is incongruent to the original website information and (c) information that is not on the original website. These results were discussed in multidisciplinary consensus meetings with researchers and physicians to decide which website information needed to be adjusted and which information needed to be added to the website.**
### TABLE 2 Comparison between preexisting website and redesigned prototype website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Preexisting website</th>
<th>Evaluation and improvements</th>
<th>Redesigned prototype website</th>
<th>Evaluation and improvements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Evaluation task: To give a first impression of the website</td>
<td>+ Homepage well-organised (n = 2); - Different fonts and colours made homepage look disorganised (n = 3); - Too much text on homepage (n = 2); - Did not like homepage (n = 2); - Fonts too small (n = 1); - Disliked photo medical team (n = 1)</td>
<td>Too much text on the homepage and the use of different fonts and colours made homepage feel disorganised. New website lay-out contained three main colours and one font type and size. Photo of medical team was replaced</td>
<td>+ Positive first impression (n = 10); + Website looked clear (n = 6); + Complimented navigation menu (n = 3); + Good to see logo of hospital to ensure credibility source (n = 1)</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a. Search task: To show what page(s) the patient would visit to get information about (treatment at) GIOCA</td>
<td>+ Able to find useful web pages (n = 2), using in-text hyperlinks on homepage to get to other pages; - Were not able to find useful web pages (n = 7); - Did not know where to find information (n = 3); - Browsed in irrelevant menus (n = 2)</td>
<td>Primary pages could not be found by most patients. A better navigation pane (only on horizontal left) was developed that contained the most important information topics in the main menu items. In-text hyperlinks, these were included on the homepage. Content was often clear, but the organisation could be improved. Length of text was reduced by using pull-out menu’s and font size was made slightly larger and darker</td>
<td>+ Able to find useful pages (n = 10); + Fast-diagnostics procedure and preparation information (n = 6); + CRC and treatment-related information (n = 3); + Both CRC and preparation information (n = 1)</td>
<td>All patients were able to find the pages that we identified as being most important. Patients have different preferences for information modality, particularly when they are not satisfied with the text, it is important to have other modalities of information (e.g. illustrations and/or video) to be able to meet patient needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b. Evaluation task: To evaluate the content and ease of finding that informationa</td>
<td>+ Web page content clear (n = 7); + Easy to find information (n = 3); - Web page content irrelevant (n = 3); - Too much textual information on one page (n = 2); - Fonts too small and too light (n = 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a. Application task: To go to the homepage</td>
<td>- Could not find home button (n = 9); - Used back button in browser (n = 4); - Used wrong navigation menu items (n = 6); - No idea how to return (n = 1)</td>
<td>None of the patients could find the home button. Home button was considered useful, but location of the home button is not intuitive and clear. Home button was moved to top left corner on website and made explicit with ‘HOME’</td>
<td>+ Could find home button (n = 8); - Could not find home button due to technical error and used back button in browser (n = 2)</td>
<td>All patients could find the home button, despite the technical error. The location of the home button was clear, but the English word ‘HOME’ might not be understood by all Dutch patients. The technical error was fixed and a “home” icon was added to the menu to ensure all patients would identify it as the home button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b. Evaluation task: To assess the ease of finding the homepage</td>
<td>- Home button unclear (n = 4); - Would never find button (n = 2); - Move button to top left corner (n = 2); - Button useful if possible to find (n = 2)</td>
<td>None of the patients could find the home button. Home button was considered useful, but location of the home button is not intuitive and clear. Home button was moved to top left corner on website and made explicit with ‘HOME’</td>
<td>+ Easy to find home button (n = 8); - English word “HOME” might not be clear to everyone (n = 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continues)

### 3.1.2 Evaluating the design (1b)

The second step involved evaluating the design of the preexisting GIOCA website (e.g. navigation areas, information buttons, web pages), by testing the usability of this website in a qualitative think-aloud study (Figure 2). Nine patients from the GIOCA ($M_{age} = 73.22$, $SD_{age} = 6.22$; range 66–82 years; 55.6% male; 44.4% lower educated and 44.4% higher educated) were asked to evaluate the preexisting GIOCA website as part of a larger think-aloud study (Bolle et al., 2016). Patients were recruited from PanelCom, a panel of people who previously participated in studies from our group and consented to be contacted for future studies (PanelCom, 2017). The usability study was conducted either in a private room at the GIOCA clinic or at the patient’s home. Patients were explicitly instructed and prompted
Table 2 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1 (n = 9)</th>
<th>Phase 3 (n = 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preexisting website</strong></td>
<td><strong>Evaluation and improvements</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a. Search task: To find information on patient stories</td>
<td>+ Were able to find web page (n = 1); - Were unable to find web page (n = 8); - Used wrong menu on the right (n = 5); - Used correct left menu, but failed to choose correct menu item (n = 3); - Declined search task (n = 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b. Evaluation task: To assess the ease of finding patient stories</td>
<td>+ Easy to find (n = 3); + Easy to understand (n = 3); - Not an important element (n = 3); - Very important element (n = 1); - Not clear where to find (n = 2); - Liked more patient stories (n = 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a. Evaluation task: To give an overall impression of the website</td>
<td>+ Website is satisfying (n = 3); + Website is well-organised (n = 4); - Textual information too long (n = 1); - Dose information on web page (n = 1); - No clue where to find information (n = 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b. Evaluation task: To suggest missing elements of the website</td>
<td>+ No missing elements (n = 2); - Stories of CRC patients instead of other types (n = 1); - Explicitly state that hospital empathises with patients (n = 1); - Need for relevant information only (tailored) (n = 1); - Pictures of healthcare professionals you will meet (n = 1); - Website more organised and textual information shorter (n = 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. A synthesis is given of the qualitative usability studies in phase 1 and 3. For a detailed description, please e-mail the authors. The number of patients is stated between parentheses. Positive points are indicated with an “+”, and negative points with an “-”.

*When patients could not find the web page, we directed them to this page to evaluate the content. *In phase 3 (redesigned prototype website), the task was slightly adjusted to look up information in the form of a video to test the mode-tailoring tool.
experiences with the GIOCA clinic. Please look for such information” (search task), “Please go to the homepage” (application task) and “What do you think about the findability of the information on the website?”; “What made it easy/difficult to find the information?” (evaluation tasks).

The usability of the original GIOCA website was assessed by the efficiency (task completion time), effectiveness (quality of the solution) and user satisfaction (overall evaluation of navigability, content and aesthetic appeal) (Frøkjær, Hertzum, & Hornbæk, 2000). Search and application tasks were used to capture the efficiency (i.e. how much time it took older patients to return to the home page) and effectiveness (i.e. if older patients were able to return to the homepage and, if so, how many clicks were needed), and evaluation tasks were used to explore user satisfaction (i.e. how did older patients value the website navigation and design).

The evaluation tasks showed that most patients (n = 7) were satisfied with the content of the website (e.g. the content was clear, the illustrations were considered valuable), but were critical about the design and navigation of the website (see task 1 in Table 2). With the first impression of the homepage, several patients (n = 3) noticed the different fonts and colours used on the website and navigational areas, and indicated that the website looked disorganised with different navigation panels (left, right and top). One patient suggested to use a darker font colour and a larger font size. Several patients repeatedly mentioned that there was too much text on the web pages and suggested to limit the amount of text on one page and to dose the information.

The search tasks showed that most patients could not successfully find information. Only two patients managed to find relevant information during an open search task (task 1 in Table 2); both these patients used the hyperlinks in the text instead of the navigation menu. The other patients found no relevant information and explained that they did not know where to find the information they were looking for, or were lost browsing in irrelevant navigation menus. Moreover, when giving patients specific application tasks, such as finding their way back to the homepage (task 3 in Table 2), none of the patients managed to do so. Immediate evaluation indicated that the “home” button was not clear, and several patients suggested to make a prominent home button in the upper-left corner of the website, which is consistent with the so-called F-shaped pattern on websites (Nielsen, 2006). A second search task yielded similar results (task 4 in Table 2): Eight of 9 patients were unable to find the correct web page and used either the wrong navigation area (on the right) or used the correct navigation area (on the left) but failed to select the correct menu item.

**FIGURE 2** Preexisting website
Overall, we concluded that the navigational structure of the website needed improvement, that font colours and sizes needed to be consistent throughout the website, and that the amount of text on one web page should be reduced and dosed. Interestingly, we found that older patients value textual hyperlinks to navigate throughout the website.

3.2 | Phase 2: development of the redesigned prototype website

In the second phase, we developed the prototype of the redesigned website based on the insights from evaluating the content and design in phase 1 and additional literature on website design for older adults (e.g. Bolle et al., 2016; Nayak, Priest, Stuart-Hamilton, & White, 2006; Pernice & Nielsen, 2002). This phase consisted of (a) developing website content, including website text and supporting illustrations and videos, and (b) developing the navigation structure and design of the website, as well as a tool for tailored information presentation. All steps undertaken in this process were done in close collaboration with GIOCA patients, healthcare providers, and policymakers (e.g. department of communication and department of patient relations).

3.2.1 | Developing the website content (2a)

The textual content of the redesigned prototype website was guided by the outcome of the content evaluation in phase 1 of the development process. The content was extensively reviewed and approved by physicians and the department of patient relations. As the website information needed to be available in modalities other than text (see 2b below), we developed visual illustrations and videos to support the textual content. Regarding the illustrations, 15 older adults were asked to indicate their preferred style of illustrations: these, 14 (93%) preferred realistically drawn illustrations to communicate medical information (rather than icons or abstract drawings). As cognitive illustrations (i.e. visual aids aiming to improve comprehension and recall of information) increase satisfaction with online health websites and recall of health information (Bol et al., 2014; Bol, Smets et al., 2015), cognitive realistic illustrations were developed to support the textual content. All visuals were approved by various project members.

Furthermore, six informative videos were developed with a patient testimonial. Including patients’ experiences in a video contributes to its realism, which is important when designing patient videos (Hillen, van Vliet, de Haes, & Smets, 2013). Although the video scripts...
were guided by the textual content of the website, we used a conversational style in which patients told their own experience regarding a specific information topic; this has been effective in increasing recall of health information and satisfaction with health websites (Bol, Van Weert, De Haes, Loos, & Smets, 2015; Bol, Smets et al., 2013). Video scripts were reviewed by all patients that appeared in the videos, and by various members of the multidisciplinary project team. Furthermore, an experienced film director reviewed the script and gave feedback to ensure script fluidity. Finally, the department of communication and department of patient relations reviewed the video scripts to ensure adherence to the hospital guidelines. Patients played a large role in the process of revising the film scripts, as it was important that the videos reflected what they considered important to convey in the videos. All involved stakeholders agreed on the video scripts before filming. Although most revisions were done before filming, patients suggested some additional changes to the script during filming. The videos reflect the various information themes that were identified in phase 1, and are, therefore, also congruent with the navigation structure of the website (see phase 2b). The final versions of the videos were approved by all involved stakeholders (see Appendix 1). The department of patient relations gave final approval for the entire website content.

### 3.2.2 | Developing the design of the website (2b)

Regarding the design of the website, the structure was rearranged based on insights from the evaluation of, and Google Analytics data from the preexisting GIOCA website. Specifically, the evaluation study in phase 1 showed that several information topics that patients considered important were difficult to find. For example, patients could not find their way back to the homepage, suggesting that a clearly-defined home button should be visible at all time. Regarding Google Analytics statistics, we identified which pages were most often consulted. For example, information on the fast-track diagnostics procedure and general information on CRC were consulted often and were, therefore, integrated in the main navigation menu as distinct topics. Finally, in developing the structure and design of the website we followed established guidelines for websites targeted at older cancer patients (Bolle et al., 2016). For example, avoiding large amounts of textual information on one webpage by using “pull out” menus for users who prefer more detailed information.

In this project we were specifically interested in presenting the website content in a tailored manner (i.e. via text, illustrations and/or video). Previous work by our group (Bol, 2015; Bol, Scholz et al., 2013) and others (Lustria et al., 2013; Smit, Linn, & van Weert, 2015) has indicated a need for tailored information provision via different modalities, particularly among older cancer patients. Therefore, an additional experimental study was conducted to investigate how online health information could be tailored to individual preferences and abilities regarding the modality of information presentation (n = 563; Nguyen, Smets, Bol, Loos, & Van Weert, 2018; Nguyen et al., 2017). "Mode tailoring", by enabling users to self-select whether they would like to receive the information via text, illustrations and/or videos, was effective in increasing attention to and recall of online health information, and satisfaction with the attractiveness of health websites in older adults. Based on these insights, we integrated a horizontal built-in navigation bar, enabling viewers to self-select whether they would like to receive the information via textual, visual and/or audio-visual information (Nguyen et al., 2017, 2018; Soroka et al., 2006). Users could switch and change modalities at any time while viewing the information.

For this part of the development process, the contribution of a website designer specialised in digital interfaces for older adults was of utmost importance. With every version of the website design, a pool of six GIOCA patients was consulted to share their suggestions for improvement of the design. The healthcare providers from the GIOCA, the department of communication, and the department of patient relations considered it important to develop a website with the same "look and feel" as the preexisting website. Therefore, we used similar colours for the background and navigation areas as used in the preexisting website. The department of communication at the hospital gave final approval for the layout and design of the redesigned website (Figure 3).

### 3.3 | Phase 3: usability testing and final adjustments to the redesigned website

Subsequently, using a qualitative think-aloud protocol similar to the study in phase 1, we tested the usability of the redesigned prototype website among 10 older CRC patients from the GIOCA recruited from PanelCom (Mage = 69.60, SDage = 4.35, range 64–80 years, 70% male) [28]. The aim was to evaluate the comprehensibility of the website content and to assess the design structure of the website (navigation areas, information buttons, web pages). Although the procedure and interview protocol of the usability study were similar to the think-aloud study in phase 1 (consisting of search tasks, application tasks, and evaluation tasks), a prediction task was added to assess the navigation of the website, for example “Please look up the menu item ‘I have complaints’. What information do you expect to find when you click on this menu item?” Patients were asked for their critical feedback on the website. Based on the results from the usability study, final adjustments were made to the final version of the website, which are described below (Table 2).

The first evaluation task showed that all patients had a positive first impression of the prototype websites. Almost all (n = 9 of 10) mentioned that the website looked clear and well-organised. Patients appreciated the clear navigation menu of the website (n = 3) and the font size and colour (n = 7). Among the 10 patients, different preferences emerged regarding information delivery modes; some were satisfied with text and illustrations, while others preferred the videos (e.g. “The text is too formal, I can relate more to the video because it feels more personal with patients conveying the information”). Hence, regarding the mode tailoring tool, most patients found that it was good that the website provided this option (n = 6). The majority (n = 6) found it easy to use, and understood the purpose of the mode tailoring tool. Three patients explicitly mentioned that they liked the...
option to receive information in a dosed manner (e.g. “If I need to look something up quickly, I can select the text only. If I am ready for more information, I would select the video maybe on my second or third visit”).

With the open search task to look for information that they found to be personally relevant (task 2 in Table 2), all patients indicated they could find information that they considered important. They used either the left navigation menu or the textual hyperlinks on the homepage to look up this information. Six patients indicated that they could easily find this information, because the navigation menu was clear.

With a specific search task (task 4 in Table 2), 8 of the 10 patients managed to find this information. However, many patients had difficulty finding the “close” button for the video pop-up screen as it was located at the top of the video, while the play and pause button were at the bottom. Thus, patients were often looked at the bottom area to close the video. In the final version, all the technical errors or difficulties found in the website during the usability test were repaired and adjusted, such as relocating the close button of the video pop-up screen.

With the application task to return to the homepage, eight of the patients managed to do so; two patients were unable to find the home button, due to a technical error in the website that made it impossible to scroll up to see this button. One patient wondered whether everyone would understand the English word “home”. The suggestions from patients guided us in making adjustments such as accompanying the “home” button with an icon of a house, to ensure that all patients would understand this. Regarding the expectation task about the menu item “I have complaints”, six patients expected the information to be about physical complaints, while three others expected information about complaints regarding communication within or between different hospitals. To ensure unambiguity, this menu item was adjusted to read “I have physical complaints”.

Overall, we concluded that the navigation structure of the website was usable for older patients, and that information modes in a tailored manner were well received. In general, when comparing the results from the think-aloud study in phase 1 with this usability study, we can conclude that patients appreciated and were better able to use the redesigned mode-tailored website. A more detailed comparison between the usability study outcomes in phase 1 and 3 is presented in Table 2. All results were discussed among the multidisciplinary project team before deciding upon the final adjustments. The final redesigned website is shown in Figure 4.

4 | DISCUSSION

This paper aimed to describe the process through which existing eHealth tools can be redesigned and optimised, using an existing
hospital website as a case study. By describing the phases and methods for redesigning a health website for older cancer patients involving multiple stakeholders (i.e. patients, researchers, physicians, nurses, department heads, policymakers and website designers), this paper provides researchers and professionals with a practical roadmap on how to collaboratively redesign and optimise existing eHealth tools in an efficient and effective way. Below, we critically reflect on our redesign process and highlight practical matters that need to be considered to inform future research and practice in the eHealth context.

4.1 | Strengths of applying a redesign approach

A particular strength of our redesign process is the evaluation of the content of an existing hospital website in phase 1, by comparing the content of audiotaped consultations with the existing website content. This is a unique approach, as the website content was guided by real-life questions and topics that were being discussed rather than what information patients and providers believe to be important. Furthermore, such an approach ensures that the content of different information sources (e.g. website, nurses and physicians) are aligned. This is particularly important, as conflicting or inadequate information can have negative consequences for patients (Wald, Dube, & Anthony, 2007). It should be noted that aligning content over different information sources—mediated and/or interpersonal—is also important when developing new eHealth tools, and is thus not limited to redesign approaches.

Another benefit of applying a redesign approach is that it allows for a systematic comparison between the usability of the existing tool and the redesigned tool. In our case, we conducted the evaluation of the final redesigned website with the same research method as how the preexisting website was evaluated. This way, we were able to systematically map the adjustments that were made in improving the website, the consequences of these changes and whether these changes improved usability for older patients (see Table 2).

A final strength of a redesign approach is the availability of existing user data (e.g. Google Analytics) that can be used to improve the eHealth tool. In our case, these data gave insight into (a) which information patients consulted most often and was likely to be considered as most important by patients, and (b) which information patients were less likely to seek but is considered to be important by healthcare providers. These insights were then used to develop a navigational structure that placed these topics centrally, with the aim to direct patients to these particular information topics on the website. It is likely that the website would have been arranged differently if we did not rely on existing user data from the preexisting website to inform us, but merely followed existing guidelines. Studying use patterns of existing eHealth tools can provide further insight into patients’ informational needs, which are particularly valuable for the optimisation of eHealth tools.

4.2 | Reflection, practical tips and guidelines

Developing or redesigning a health website in a multidisciplinary setting is undoubtedly a complex and challenging process. Besides integrating evidence from existing literature and guidelines into a website, such development generally involves collaboration with multiple stakeholders that might further complicate the development process. Moreover, during the development process, it might be necessary to conduct additional (unplanned) studies to decide on the exact website components. Overall, involving all parties in the process as co-designers is desirable, as this is more likely to result in a feasible and usable end product (O’Brien et al., 2016; Oudshoorn, Rommes, & Stienstra, 2004).

Although redesigning and optimising existing eHealth tools can be a cost-effective and efficient approach, this approach also has limitations. For example, although active patient involvement is important to ensure that patients can use and will use eHealth tools or websites to their full potential (Van Bruinessen et al., 2014; Van Gemert-Pijnen et al., 2011), working with an existing product slightly limits this opportunity. Instead of allowing patients to be actively involved in designing the eHealth tool from scratch (e.g. deciding on its content, design and features), with a redesign approach existing materials are already available. For example, in our case, patients did not thoroughly evaluate the entire textual website content. Although they did evaluate parts of the website content during the usability study that aimed to assess the usability of the navigation and design of the existing website, no patients had read and assessed the entire textual website content. We did not ask patients to do this, because this involves considerable work and we did not want to burden the patients—regardless of developing an eHealth tool from scratch or redesigning an existing tool. The critical assessment was done by researchers and physicians to ensure the content was accurate, and by the department of patient relations to ensure the content met the hospital guidelines (e.g. formulation and sentence structure). Nevertheless, within our redesign process we strive to ensure that older cancer patients (the end-users of the product) were involved throughout each phase of the process in the best possible way. This way, even though patients did not evaluate the entire website content, they did deliver valuable input for optimising the website. Future studies might aim to also involve patients in this process to ensure that all information is clear and comprehensible for the end user.

In phase 2, we collaboratively developed the prototype version of the mode-tailored website for older CRC patients. All stakeholders were involved in both the development of the additional content (i.e. videos/illustrations) and design (i.e. website navigation structure and mode tailoring tool). Although a clear project planning was made beforehand to guide the development process, this phase took longer than initially expected. Specifically, during the project, an additional empirical study had to be conducted to investigate whether the mode-tailoring tool was an effective way to tailor information presentation modality on health websites. In addition, as all steps required discussion with all stakeholders, meaning that the project
team was also dependent on other parties such as patients, department heads and policymakers. Considering patients as end users and involving them in every step was time-consuming but undeniably important, as they provided useful and novel insights into matters which researchers and health practitioners might have overseen. Physicians and nurses often lack the time to be deeply involved in the development process; nevertheless, their contribution and involvement is essential when aiming to redesign a product to be implemented in practice. Therefore, it is important to make a structured planning of the developmental process, especially when there is a limited time frame. Nevertheless, it is essential to allow some flexibility in the schedule, as some obstacles might be encountered. As for time management, multidisciplinary consensus meetings need to be planned ahead, and the topics that need to be decided on by the team need to be placed on a clear agenda beforehand. If the matter requires reviewing website content or video scripts, the other parties need to be informed in a timely manner. Thus, clear arrangements are required to ensure that the other parties understand what is expected from them and within which time frame.

In phase 3, we tested the usability of the prototype website and made the final adjustments. Although the redesign of the website was completed in this project, it is important to consider that websites and eHealth tools age rapidly and need to be updated on a frequent basis. For example, medical procedures may change, which requires an update of the website content. On the other hand, existing eHealth tools may not be supported by new devices and operating systems, which requires an update of the tool’s technological system. In practice, this means that someone should be appointed to monitor this during and after the research project, to ensure that an effective website or eHealth tool does not go offline after the research project ends.

In our redesign project, we actively used existing guidelines for making decisions about the design structure of the website. Furthermore, it also guided our choice for participatory design over traditional top-down approaches. Additionally, we closely worked with other researchers who developed design guidelines for older patients (Bolle et al., 2016). Yet, it is important to reflect on our own redesign process—therefore an overview of practical tips and guidelines is given in Table 3.

### 4.3 Implications and future research directions

This website was redesigned with the aim to optimise information provision to older CRC patients who will be visiting a fast-track diagnostics center. The next step is to formally evaluate the effectiveness of the website in a randomised controlled trial (RCT). The importance of formal evaluation has been noted by different intervention development guidelines, such as the Intervention Mapping protocol and the Medical Research Council framework (Bartholomew, Parcel, & Kok, 1998; Craig et al., 2008). In essence, a formal evaluation in the form of a RCT allows to assess the effectiveness of the website intervention. However, evaluation studies of eHealth interventions for older patients often lack a clear description of the development process and usability, which inhibits other researchers from determining the effective intervention components (Bolle, Van Weert, Smets, & Loos, 2015). By reporting detailed information on the redesign and user satisfaction of this website and its components, we hope to promote full transparency to further unravel the active ingredients of eHealth interventions for older patients.

Finally, we urge communication staff, practitioners and researchers to consider the various possibilities when taking on a project that involves the development of an eHealth tool: redesign an existing technology or develop a new tool from scratch? Both approaches have their benefits and limitations—as discussed here—and both should be considered in terms of cost-effectiveness and efficiency.
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### TABLE 3 Practical tips and guidelines for redesigning eHealth tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Follow the three phases of the redesign process: evaluate the existing tool, optimise the tool into a prototype version and evaluate the prototype in the target audience;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The end users of the technology should be central in each step of the redesign process;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consult existing guidelines on technology design for the intended target audience;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data from the existing technology, e.g. user data such as Google Analytics, can be used to guide decisions during the redesign process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inform all stakeholders in the early stages of the redesign project;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders that facilitate the redesign process and implementation of the eHealth tool (e.g. healthcare providers, decision makers, policymakers) should be maximally involved;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay updated on other eHealth projects to avoid working on similar projects and instead establish and consolidate cross-disciplinary collaborations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map all the steps that need to be undertaken in the redesign project beforehand and determine which stakeholders should be involved in which way for each step;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make a structured planning of the redesign project, but remain flexible for unanticipated delays or studies that are needed to gain a better insight for decision making.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Furthermore, we thank all patients and other parties that have been involved in the development of this website intervention. Without their contribution and cooperation this research project would not have been possible.
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## APPENDIX 1

### Videos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>How does a day of fast-track diagnostics at GIOCA look like?</td>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/x97gBpxunYA">https://youtu.be/x97gBpxunYA</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Practical information about the first visit to GIOCA</td>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/TvxCUkWwxgY">https://youtu.be/TvxCUkWwxgY</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Preparing for consultations with the physician and the nurse</td>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/3ebIXROd8CI">https://youtu.be/3ebIXROd8CI</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Contact information and reasons (e.g. physical complaints) for consulting the hospital</td>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/H_SaDsj0T6E">https://youtu.be/H_SaDsj0T6E</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tips about managing nutrition, weight and stool in daily life</td>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/sPw4iWzwNBU">https://youtu.be/sPw4iWzwNBU</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tips about dealing with fatigue in daily life</td>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/xOqxb30HH4">https://youtu.be/xOqxb30HH4</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>